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Let me let you in on a secret
How to treat a woman rightt
If you're lookin' for a place in her heartt
It ain't gonna happen overnight 
First you gotta learn to listent
To understand her deepest thoughtst
She needs to know you can be friendst
Before she'll give you all she's got 

If you start from the heartt
You'll see love is gonna play it's part 

If you wanna get to know hert
Really get inside her mindt
If you wanna move in closert
Take it slow, yeah take your timet
You must start from the heart and then...t
If you wanna touch hert
Really wanna touch hert
if you wanna touch her, ask! 

A little physical attractiont
Romantic, old-fashioned charmt
And a lot of love and tendernesst
Is gonna get you into her arms 

If you start from the heartt
You'll see love is gonna play it's part 

If you wanna get to know hert
Really get inside her mindt
If you wanna move in closert
Take it slow, yeah take your timet
You must start from the heart and then...t
If you wanna touch hert
Really wanna touch hert
if you wanna touch her, ask! 

Let me let you in on a secrett
How to treat a woman rightt
If you're lookin' for a place in her heartt
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It ain't gonna happen overnight 

If you wanna get to know hert
Really get inside her mindt
If you wanna move in closert
Take it slow, yeah take your timet
You must start from the heart and then...t
If you wanna touch hert
Really wanna touch hert
if you wanna touch her, ask!
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